T.W. TO BE SOLD TO TEXAS AIR CORP. FOR $793.5 MILLION

FOREIGN ROUTES A FACTOR

Move to Form 26 Biggest U.S. Carrier Spurred by Efforts to Thwart Bid by Icahn

by JOHN CRUESE

Texas Air Corp. says it had a limited need to acquire the Continental and American Airlines. Icahn had offered $1 billion to the two carriers.

The $1 billion offer is the latest in a series of attempts to thwart a bid by the Texas Air Corp. for the Trust in the last 12 months.

The carrier, which operates under the name Continental and American Airlines, says it has been able to secure a significant amount of financing for its bid.

The carrier is also seeking to acquire a significant stake in the Trust for its own use.

The carrier's bid is expected to trigger a legal battle, as the Trust has a history of bidding against large airlines.

The carrier's bid is also expected to be met with stiff competition, as several major airlines, including American and Continental, have already made offers for the Trust.

The carrier is also seeking to acquire a significant stake in the Trust for its own use and to expand its reach.

The carrier has been seeking to acquire the Trust for several years, and has made several bids in recent months.

The carrier is seeking to purchase the Trust for $1 billion, which is significantly more than the current market value of the Trust.

The carrier is also seeking to purchase the Trust's network of flights and airports.

The carrier has a long history of bidding against large airlines, and has been able to secure significant amounts of financing in the past.

The carrier is also seeking to expand its reach and acquire new routes.
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“What’s Harry Rothman, the Dean of Menswear Discounters Doing Now?”

Harry Rothman is cutting back on his huge inventory prior to negotiations for a new lease.

The Half Price SALE that has all New York talking!

FATHER’S DAY SUPER BUYS

Imported designer suits in lightweight gray wool and silks. Originally $50 to $75. . . .

Custom quality, hand-tailored suits from the finest woolens in the industry. Weekend and singles, single breasted and double breasted. Selling in New York today for $50 to $75 . . . .

Natural shoulder sport coats in the finest woolens and sunbrotens. Various prices but all under $50.

Most other suits only $25 to $50 . . . .

Natural shoulder sport coats from the most famous traditional tailors. Selling here for $75 to $125.

Wool-blend blazers, designer quality, with pleated lapels of your own round. Single-breasted wool or down. $20 to $30.

Wool-blend slacks, full pleats, $15 to $25.

Pure camel hair sport coats, superbly soft and elegant. Originally $85.

Imported pure silk wool sport coats in the finest velvets of $85.

Cashmere and silk-blend sport coats. About the absolute in luxury. Most suits are about $125.

Luxury slacks, naturally polished at $65 to $75.

Italian mill-made burlington knit shirts. The specialty of Italy at $20 to $25.

Famous brand button-down cotton shirts at $20 to $25.

Famous label, silk burlington dress shirts at $25 to $30.

Famous brand pajamas at cotton and silk-burlingtons. Excellent value.

All silk scarfs. Made in Italy. $25 to $50.

All silk feel, wash-and-wear. Cleverly designed. Originally $10.

Famous brand silk dress gloves, sitting alphabetically for only as much as $7.

Famous label tuxedo and short sleeve dress shirts. Sitting alphabetically for $15.

Famous brand tuxedo and short sleeve dress shirts.

All leather belts.

Entire stock of stocks, Half Price!